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To the Editor:

Taking into account the substantial growth occurring among Latino populations in the United States, and the fact that some Latino populations are especially vulnerable for asthma, correctly identifying asthma cases and symptoms among persons in these populations is critical. We evaluated potential problems inherent to the English-Spanish translation of asthma questionnaires, in particular the word “wheeze,” which is key to the performance of most of these instruments.

Two groups of participants were recruited (60 bilingual [Spanish-English] and 40 Spanish monolingual; all were New York residents who were parents of children with asthma-related respiratory problems). Institutional review board clearance was obtained. Bilingual participants were asked to (a) translate the word “wheeze” to Spanish, and (b) to retrotranslate a nonrigorous Spanish translation of the word “wheeze” (“ronquido”). This translation was furnished by an accredited translator who was experienced in medical translation. The translator was familiar with the vernacular of the population in the area where such nonrigorous translation was tested, which was a predominantly Dominican neighborhood in New York City that is affected by asthma rates substantially greater than those reported nationally. This nonrigorous translation was also checked for accuracy by a second accredited translator. Monolingual participants were asked to describe asthma symptoms in Spanish. As expected, due to the local demographics of the recruitment area, the majority of our participants (84 of 100 participants) were Dominican.

The word “wheeze” presented problems for bilingual participants whose primary language was English; 9 of 39 of these respondents (23%) could not translate “wheeze” into Spanish. The 30 participants who translated it provided 12 different translations for this word (e.g., “tight chest,” “whistle in the chest,” “congested breathing,” “hoarseness,” “asphyxiation,” “asthma,” “snoring,” and “suffocation”). Only two of these respondents (7%), agreeing with the nonrigorous translation, translated “wheeze” as “ronquido.” In general, the nonrigorous translation fared poorly among most bilingual participants; 10 of 39 primary English speakers (26%) could not translate it back into English. The 29 participants who translated it back into...
English provided 12 different translations for the word “ronquido” (e.g., “snore,” “phlegm,” “raspy,” “hoarse,” “cough,” “whistling,” “congestion,” and “wheeze”). Only 6 of 39 of these respondents (15%), agreeing with the nonrigorous translation, translated “ronquido” as “wheeze.”

The nonrigorous translation fared worse among respondents whose primary language was Spanish, as none of the 21 respondents agreed with it. The word “wheeze” also presented problems for this group. Six respondents could not translate the word into Spanish. The remaining 15 respondents provided six different translations. Responses from monolingual respondents describing asthma symptoms also were wide-ranging. After conducting this survey, a third certified translator, who was blinded to our results and was also based in the recruitment area, was consulted. She suggested that the more technical translation of “wheeze” is not “ronquido,” but “sibilancia.” However, none of the 60 bilingual respondents we interviewed translated “wheeze” as “sibilancia”; and none of the 40 monolingual respondents used this term to describe asthma symptoms.

Combined, these results suggest that it is quite difficult to define a single best word, in vernacular Spanish, to translate “wheeze.” These difficulties inherent in cross-linguistic (i.e., Spanish-English) measurements of asthma may have implications for asthma research that relies on responses to wheeze-related questions. Our observations suggest that nonrigorous Spanish translations (defined as relying on one accredited translator, and neither tested by retrotranslations nor piloted among targeted cohorts) may lead to the misinterpretation of asthma questionnaires and diagnoses. Rigorous translation may be a necessary standard in the field.
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